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Definitions
Civil Society - Where (physically or virtually) community members take part to improve life (for self or others)
acting in areas that are not completely occupied by government or the private sector; usually driven by values
such as: equality, fairness, human rights; Enables feelings of value and belonging for the members of the
community. Includes organisations and informal groups and individuals.
Communication(s) - 1) the imparting or exchanging of information by speaking, writing, or using some other
medium. 2) The media used to impart or exchange information.
Dashboard - 1) a graphical summary of various pieces of important information, typically used to give an
overview of an organisations offering or an overview of the information needed by an associate in the course
of their work; 2) a homepage on a website giving access to different elements of the site's functionality.
Data - 1) facts, statistics, or items of information; 2) A body of facts or information. Note: Data, usually, means
information that is in a digital (machine readable) format, but we use the broadest sense of the word, here.
Digital - 1) Of data: expressed as series of the digits 0 and 1; 2) relating to, using, or storing data or information
in the form of digital signals; 3) involving or relating to the use of computer technology, especially in terms of
internet-based communication or ‘on-line’ transactions.
Evidence - Facts that form the basis for the formation of a conclusion or decision. Data can be used as
evidence, but not all data is evidence.
Hub - 1) a central location, a point at which people gather, 2) the effective centre of an activity, region, or
network. Synonyms: centre, centre of activity, core, heart, focus, focal point, middle, nucleus, kernel, nerve
centre.
Literacy - competence or knowledge in a specified area.
(Data) Platform - a centralised computing system for collecting, integrating and managing sets of structured
and unstructured data from disparate sources.
“Real Time Data” - data that is received, usually from electronic sensors, and subject to immediate distribution
for analysis and response.
Research - (Noun) 1) investigation into and study of materials and sources in order to establish facts and reach
new conclusions, 2) reports about investigations synonyms: investigation, experimentation, testing,
exploration, analysis, fact-finding, examination, scrutiny, scrutinization, probing; (Verb) 3) investigate
systematically.
Share (Sharing), of data - To provide the exchange of data between various organisations, people and
technologies. There are several types of information sharing: such as open databases, databases that can be
accessed by licensees, videos, an RSS feed, and much more.
Statistical Literacy - the ability to understand statistics. Statistical literacy is necessary for citizens to
understand material presented in publications such as newspapers, television, and the Internet. Numeracy is a
prerequisite to being statistically literate.
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Introduction
The Way Ahead project (TWA) and Reports of 2015 and 2016 proposed a vision for future support for
London’s Civil Society and recommended 12 processes which included 1) Share data on needs, policy
developments, and best practices, and 2) Strategic collation, analysis, and provision of pan-London
data.

Why support Civil Society with data / data sharing?
Civil Society is comprised of individuals, organisations, and communities, that provide services and
activities leading to better outcomes for Londoners. It is also a significant employer in London
employing upwards of 150 thousand people.2
Civil society produces and consumes data to identify:
● The needs of Londoners to: inform services, source funding, win contracts, and campaign for
changes
● Organisations with similar goals or geographies for collaboration
● Knowledge and research about strategies and programmes that work or don’t work
● Funding opportunities for activities
● Support services available to help civil society thrive
Data about needs and civil society, is useful within civil society itself, but The Way Ahead vision of a
new systems approach, requires a shift in thinking: for civil society to start sharing its own data. Civil
society, working alongside funders and the local public sector, has an important role to play in coproducing data about London and Londoners. We seek to provide the necessary support and
encouragement for a successful effort.

Q: Can civil society benefit from an investment of time, effort and money in
a data sharing project? A: Yes. The time is right.
Knowledge within society of how to use data is growing, and the time is right for investing in a data
strategy for London’s civil society. In order to solve the problems that civil society faces, groups need
to collect, use, and share useful data. To reach those goals, organisations need basic data literacy, 3
fit-for-purpose infrastructure, friends, and supportive leaders. These elements are coming together in
rapid order.

2

See The NCVO Almanac at: https://data.ncvo.org.uk/almanac16/.
For a good discussion of what data literacy means, see: Wolﬀ, Annika; Gooch, Daniel; Cavero Montaner, Jose J.; Rashid,
Umar and Kortuem, Gerd (2017). “Creating an Understanding of Data Literacy for a Data-driven Society.” Journal of
Community Informatics, 12(3) (In press).
3
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A recent study on the data maturity of the UK social sector, the Data Evolution project,4 found that
data was identified as a priority in nearly 70% of charitable organisations. The feeling that data was a
priority, however, was not always shared throughout the organisations, but no organisation was
found completely unaware or uninterested in data. Where the Leadership, Culture, and Skills were
present (along with other related factors), the organisation was more likely to be using data in a fuller
and more “mature” manner. Organisations were found using data: for client activities (63%),
reporting requirements (64%), measuring outcomes and impact (62%), strategy/planning (50%),
fundraising (48%), corporate learning and evaluation (45%), influencing policy/funders/partners
(43%), improving efficiency (30%), and predicting service user needs (27%). A Data Maturity
Framework was developed, and follow up analysis of a sample of surveyed charities identified all but
one had progressed to the ‘learning’ (mid-range) phase, and more than half were “developing”
(upper-mid-range). The researchers found no significant difference in results between London social
sector organisations and those in other regions.
See the Data Uses element of the framework for further information opposite.5
More recently, the House of Lords recommended that charities and civil society become more
transparent, support organisations to measure impact and better understand and promote the
impact of charities. All of these directives require effective data collection and sharing.6 Further, the
recommendations specified that, “...infrastructure bodies share knowledge and best practice on
innovation and digitisation across the sector and coordinate training opportunities, at minimal cost,
for charities with limited digital experience.” supporting The Way Ahead’s recommendations for a
data sharing project.

4

Basker, Sian. 2017. The study was led by Data Orchard and DataKind UK, and funded by Nesta, Access, The Esmee Fairbairn
Foundation and Teradata. See dataevolution.org.uk.
5
id.
6
House of Lords Select Committee, https://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201617/ldselect/ldchar/133/133.pdf.
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Data Uses - Reasons for collecting and analysing data, benefits and rewards
UNAWARE

NASCENT

LEARNING

DEVELOPING

MASTERING

* Collect and use data only
for requisite purposes e.g.
legal/ financial/ funder
compliance
* Record clients and
activities in order to operate
and to fulfil external
reporting requirements.
* Little or no benefits or
rewards.
* Continued funding may be
seen as the only reason for
collecting some data.

* Collect more data than
required by
legal/funders/contracts.
* Most data is based around
activities and outputs and
basic financial analysis and
forecasts.
* Raising income likely to be
key focus for additional data
collection e.g. fundraising
events, donors, sales to
understand performance.
* Rewards mostly around
improved understanding of
beneficiaries, income
generation.
* Able to feedback
information to funders around
specific projects.

* Collect a lot of data on clients
and how they engage, and
capture some outcomes data.
* Historical service user/ project
level analysed to evaluate
performance within depts.
* Use data for income generation
and some forecasting of sales and
donations leading to more
effective fundraising and
commercial income.
* Better able to adapt to changes
in external environment.
* Able to demonstrate work being
done for specific user groups in
specific projects.
* Can start leading conversations
with funders, partners, clients
using data
* Use own data as well external
sources to evidence need and
some outcomes and impact.

* Data routinely used to
measure outcomes and impact.
Beginning to test assumptions
on difference made and to
understand why clients behave
in certain ways.
* Services/products/ campaigns
are monitored to show
performance on how, when and
where these are used by whom.
* Monitor what’s happening in
present as well as what’s
happened in the past. Some
forward looking analysis.
* Operations and services are
more effective and efficient.
Staff/volunteer performance is
managed and improved.
* Starting to differentiate
between approaches, and
understand what’s working and
what’s not.
* User group segmentation
allows better understanding of
needs, enabling development of
services/ products /campaigns.
* Can coherently make the case
to funders/investors/clients for
existing and new
services/products/campaigns.
* Services/ products/campaigns
targeted and optimised at
project/ dept level.

* Used extensively and in inter-linked
strategic ways for wide range of
purposes.
* Evidencing and improving outcomes
and impact is primary focus.
Experiment to identify differentiated
impact and how to optimise this.
* Predict user needs and
service/product options. *Understand
why users behave in certain ways and
how to influence behaviours.
* Learn, evaluate and build
knowledge.
* Influencing policy makers, funders
and partners to create positive
change.
* Outcomes and impact are
understood and effectiveness can be
predicted and optimised
* Improve efficiencies (resources,
processes, services/product delivery).
* Products, services and campaigns
are continuously improved.
* Robust evidence builds credibility
and influence.
* Partnerships and networks are
strengthened.
* Effective planning and decision
making.
* Design and delivery of
services/products campaigns is
optimised at an individual/personal
level.
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How we Collected Information & Arrived at the
Recommendations (Methodology)
Superhighways and Networked Planet took forward a Task & Finish group to identify what good likes
and make recommendations for next steps relating to:
Collation, analysis, and sharing data about the (changing) needs and strengths of
Londoners, the activities and value of civil society, what works and where there are gaps…

Our Concept of Data
Throughout the project, we have taken a broad definition of data, which alongside numerical and
statistical data also includes: reports of personal experiences, information, policy developments,
academic and (some) private party research and reports, impact evaluations, and best practice
guidance, as well as other sources of information, upon which decisions can validly be based. If
shared and accessible these facts and analyses of facts can help civil society achieve better outcomes.
Data quality is important to explain in brief, here. There is a use for some data without statistical
analysis. If one desires to go to a meeting, one can obtain: the address, instructions for finding the
entrance, and the name of the meeting, and one will likely be able to navigate to the meeting. It is
matter of using information. However, if one desires to implement a successful social service to
reduce crime in a particular neighbourhood, and one wants to use facts (or evidence) about the
neighbourhood and the crimes and the people involved in order to make an evidence informed
decision, then one will want data. Data quality is diminished when it is more likely to contain errors
for some reason. There are several things that make data more likely to be low quality because it is at
risk of containing errors (or failing to contain enough truth to outweigh the errors). If the data is
provided only by one sort of person in the neighbourhood (for example only people who are monolingual-English speaking), but the neighbourhood has several streets where English is not the first
language of the residents, then the data will be missing information. The missing information may be
due to perspective, or it may be actual knowledge from first hand experience. Regardless, if the data
is analysed properly, no conclusions or insights are likely to be determined, because the information
is not sufficient to find patterns and inconsistencies. This is an example that shows how precious
resources can be spent (time and money) collecting data that is low quality and therefore not likely to
provide help in finding a solution to a problem.
Throughout the report, we will discuss data sharing. Sometimes low quality data can be improved by
adding another data set, but it is equally possible for two data sets to contain the same problems,
and therefore remain low quality, and of little use. This problem is addressed throughout the report.
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Meetings and Conversations around London and the World
The Task & Finish group operated in a decoupled and open7 manner, holding only two group
meetings. Rather than follow traditional protocols, we sought meaningful use of time with (actual
and potential) data users, data collectors, data providers, and other data experts. To achieve this, the
two co-chairs went to these stakeholders for purposive meetings, communicated via email, attended
events with networking opportunities, and held telephone meetings. Regular reports were provided
at larger organisational meetings, and a blog (see below) and email updates were used to enable all
group members and the public (which were welcome to join, and did in a few instances) to find the
group and know what we were up to.
We hosted a table discussion at the The Way Ahead Stakeholders’ event on the 30th of November,
2016, and an Orientation to Data Sharing and Discussion for Interested Parties, in December. From
these first discussions, important themes arose, such as: the critical need for funding, the desire to
include all minority groups of London, the continued desire to engage effectively with the private
sector, the advanced state of some London boroughs in collecting and publishing data, and the
willingness of the Greater London Authority (GLA) to be involved. Following this, we arranged
meetings with identified stakeholders and potential partners, including the Greater London Authority
and London Councils, and have blogged about our meetings and findings (www.evoice.org.uk/twadata/blog). Appendix 1 includes a list of organisational representatives with whom
we spoke and Appendix 2 is an offline copy of our blog. After the initial meeting, we reviewed
attendance and participation. We discussed diversity and inclusion, and we adjusted our strategies.
We spread the word of The Way Ahead vision and our Data Task and Finish Group at a number of
events: The Third Sector Research Centre’s Mapping Open Charity Funding Relationships, NetSquared
London’s Data themed Meetups (x 2), the Networked City’s meetings 1 & 3, including feedback to the
Deputy Mayor for Social Integration, Social Mobility and Community Engagement, London Funders
360Giving Showcase, Big Lottery’s Digital Mapping Roundtable, BarcampNotForProfit Unconference,
London Voluntary Sector Forum (with a focus on Equalities) and the UK’s Open Data Camp IV. We
also used Twitter and other social media. We contacted a London French Radio Station, reached out
to international community groups, and announced the project in various languages via our blog.
We circulated the draft report to the stakeholders with whom we engaged, and this co-productive
approach to recommendations for implementation served a dual purpose. First, we sought to involve
the data collectors, providers, and users, in order to identify needs and resources that already exist.
Second, we sought to involve the community of stakeholders in order to activate participation, in the
hopes of beginning to move the project toward realisation.8

7

Decoupling is a term used in management and data science to describe a loose structure that allows for varied formations in order to
achieve desired outcomes with different components, and ‘open’ is rather a term of art in the data services world, indicating that
something is available to anyone. We hope that our openness allows other communities to learn from our data.
8
Voorberg (2014).
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“Literature,” Reports, Evidence, and Data Reviewed
The world (especially wealthy countries like the UK) is in the midst of what is being called the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. Production and economic activity is changing dramatically due to the
availability of data and the tools for using data, whether to produce things or to improve efficiency. 9
Given the fast and ever accelerating shift, there is great interest and effort directed at data sharing
projects, and researchers are struggling to keep pace. The literature available is mainly akin to
reports of projects. That is: there are projects that seem like they are working well, but measurement
of the actual effects or outcomes, thus far, is limited. The best source for judging “what works”
appears to be reports of what has led to growth of data sharing and what “users” report to
appreciate. These reports came to very similar conclusions about important elements of a successful
data sharing strategy.

Invest in Building Trusting / Collaborative Communities of Providers and Users
In 2016, the Center for Open Data Enterprise, published “The 2016 U.S. Open Data Roundtables:
Recommendations from Data Providers and Users.” There were multiple recommendations about the
practicalities of sharing data, (some of which are already somewhat dated because of advances in
technology for harmonising data, see discussion later), but the co-chairs found the recommendations
about collaboration, building trust, and building data user communities resonate throughout all of
the largest studies found. The recommendations indicate that building communities and trusting,
collaborative relationships between data sharers and users is a key to building useful datasets.

What Good Looks Like: From Nesta’s “Wise Council” report (November 2016)

10

9

For an introduction to the 4IR, as it is called, see the World Economic Forum: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourthindustrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-howto-respond/.
10
From: “Wise Council,” Symmons (2016).
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Link: Data -> Front-Line Workers -> Analysis -> Diverse Data -> Knowledge
In November of 2016, Nesta released, “Wise Council: Insights from the Cutting Edge of Data Driven
Local Government.” While a report about governmental data, it provides valuable insight into how
opening up data can lead to efficiency and innovation. Nesta concluded that:
1. “bringing data analysts and scientists together with end-users (such as frontline professionals,
managers, or senior decision-makers), can result in new and impactful uses of data,” and they
recommended exploration of schemes that pair analysts with frontline workers to “creat[e]
space for problem oriented data work.”
2. Replication of successful data projects holds the promise of realising the benefits of best
practice in larger scales.
3. Combining various levels of data (linking data from micro to macro levels, and across different
areas) holds tremendous potential.
4. Rigorous (“proper”) evaluation of the data is important for finding actionable insights.
5. That enough knowledge of the challenges in using data for social good exists for development
of tools and strategies to help organisations with data maturity.

What Good Looks Like: From Nesta’s “Wise Council” report (November 2016)
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Collaborate for Full Resolution of Problems: Citizens, Civil Society and Infrastructure for
Urban Data Strategies.
In a recent paper from Open Knowledge International, the authors used six case studies to
interrogate the ways that civil society interacts with public data infrastructures, including
participating in the making of city data. The case studies showed impressive outcomes for the
collaborative data strategies.

11

From: “Wise Council,” Symmons (2016).
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● Empty land was identified and turned into public gardens (New York);
● Civil society was able to identify and raise awareness of fraud, inefficiency, and legal
obligations of government (Britain, Nigeria, and Cape Town);
● Macedonian residents have collected air quality data and become active to change the
practices that cause the pollution;
● Citizens identified neighbourhoods that desperately needed crime prevention programmes
rather than increased policing and arrest, reducing crime, arrests and incarceration (New York
and New Orleans).
The report’s authors recommend “creating shared spaces for public participation and deliberation
around official processes and institutions,”12 which London-based Collaborate has studied, explicitly,
and for which they offer guidance in: Building Collaborative Places: Infrastructure for Systems
Change.13
The Collaborate research14 and report (funded by Lankelly Chase Foundation) identified 9 building
blocks of total systems infrastructure for collaborative local systems. The seventh block is “Data,
Evidence and Evaluation.”

The report uses the term “place based” to effectively explain that focusing projects on particular
contexts (place and problem) appears to be part of building a foundation for success. The report
contrasts the usual status quo around data sharing with what they learned were successful,
collaborative practices. See the striking contrasts from the report, opposite.

12

Gray (2017).

13

Randle and Anderson (February 2017).
Conducted over a year among Manchester area projects.

14
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Observations
Disconnect slows The Way Ahead.
In all of our meetings, we found that many people / organisations were unaware of the data efforts
or offerings of others. We shared our knowledge and learning, as we met with the various
organisations, and endeavoured to establish and maintain ties for current and future collaboration.

Data, Communications, and Digital are all part of the same conversation.
Conversations about data are inextricably linked with conversations about sector communications
and digital. Better data on civil society will enable higher value communication, inclusiveness and
collaboration. Further, for good data collection, analysis, and sharing, good digital capacities and
capabilities (the know-how and access to tools) are usually necessary. Technological advances are
driving forward what is possible with data, and development of open platforms and tools,
democratising data access and analysis. As the Networked City15 initiative is exploring, social tech has
the power to connect and mobilise communities.

15

David Wilcox, Networked City Explorations http://www.networkedcity.london/Home
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Data Links with other Task & Finish Groups
Data sharing is woven through all of the other Task and Finish groups of The Way Ahead - Fair
Commissioning and Funding; Voice and Campaigning; Pragmatic Co-production; and Triage and
Connect. We reference these strands throughout this report and in our recommendations, with the
ultimate aim of supporting the goals of each of these strands - which good data use and sharing
practices can help realise.

London brings with it complexities and opportunities.
There are 32 boroughs in greater London plus the City of London, each with their own data
ecosystems. Local data sharing appears to happen to varying degrees from borough to borough. Civil
society and civil society support operate across irregular geographies (pan-London, sub-regional,
local, hyper-local, inner-, and outer- London boroughs). London has a highly educated population,
and is home to a vast academic community. Whilst correctly noted in the 2016 report that the true
scope or size of civil society in London is unknown, we do know that it is massive. Adding to the
complexity, many national and international organisations are based in London, with a remit that
may or may not include London specifically, but that might involve for example, volunteers living in
London. This complexity offers huge opportunities, that we feel far outweigh the challenges, with
data and technology expertise aplenty across all sectors.

What open data experiments sometimes look like & one that depicts some of the complexity of
London

13

Fundamental themes emerged as stakeholders expressed how The Way
Ahead could provide support to their efforts to improve outcomes for
Londoners.
Throughout our stakeholder interviews, we found important uniformity in the requests from
stakeholders. They expressed need and desire for:
● a consistently updated directory (database) of civil society organisations;
● improvement of data quality and knowledge about data quality issues;
● increased knowledge and understanding of useful, open-data and quality research sources;
● help teaching individuals and communities about how and why to use data;
● training for personnel and the public about how to collect and share quality data;
● guidance about the use of data and analytics for fundraising and campaigning;
● uniform tools for collection of data (especially allowing combination with that of other
organisations and the importance of standards); and
● data management and governance assistance (especially data protection and privacy laws e.g.
the new General Data Protection Regulation coming into effect in May 2018).
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Partners
Partners are ready to collaborate in The Way Ahead.
Across London and the UK, there are civil society organisations and support organisations working to
improve the use of evidence (an important branch of data) in decision making and needs
determinations. Enough willing partners have been identified in this stage of The Way Ahead to
proceed to work together16. Organisations we identified, but which only provide the beginning of a
list that should always be changing and growing, include:
Government Data Providers: The London Data Market, The ONS, and Data.gov,
London Councils (and most or all individual local authorities), The House of Lords,
Research bodies: Nesta, UCL, The Eppi-Centre, Great Ormond Street Hospital,17
Funders and Foundations: London Funders, City Bridge Trust, Big Lottery, the
Welcome Trust, and other funders (large and small)
Charity data collectors and analysts: London Sport, NCVO, 360Giving, DataKind UK,
Open Data Institute, Thoughtworks, Inspiring Impact, Innovate UK, NPC,
Large/multinational businesses like Amazon Web Services and Google
Small/startup companies and social enterprises like NetworkedPlanet, DataOrchard,
Ideal Data, Data Campfire and including data journalists and citizen entrepreneurs.

Partners who have data to share, include:
Local public sector, independent funders, London Sport, local individuals, many
Volunteer Centres, London CVS Directors Network, Greater London Volunteering,
London Funders, City Bridge Trust, The Big Lottery, London Voluntary Service Council,
Greater London Authority, The Mayor’s office, National Council of Voluntary
Organisations, UCL’s Eppi-Centre and others from London’s academic community, and
London and UK businesses (voluntarily).

Partners who are willing to provide resources, include:
London Voluntary Service Council,18 London Councils, The Greater London Authority,
The National Council of Voluntary Organisations, London CVS Directors Network,
Amazon Web Services, and Greater London Volunteering.19

16

Farley and Colin (2012).

17

https://iris.ucl.ac.uk/iris/browse/researchGroup/1478
There is reportedly support from LVSC for something very similar to what we outline in the recommendations of this
report. See Wyler (2017).
19
The recommendation, below, to develop an auto-updating directory should be launched with data from many of these
parties, and all were willing to assist.
18
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The Greater London Authority is a very willing partner.
The Greater London Authority (GLA) provides publicly accessible data through the London Datastore
and is currently embarking on creating a ‘Data Market’ as part of the city’s infrastructure, in
partnership with others.

20

The GLA London Datastore was created to open up London’s data, and it holds over 2000 datasets
and resources. It is heavily used by policymakers and other bodies in London, including some civil
society organisations. It provides an organisational landing page, allowing civil society organisations
to share and publish their own data. A quick check, however, showed that no London civil society
organisations currently utilise this feature, despite the recognition that they often collect useful data,
which could contribute to better outcomes for Londoners.

20

Larissa C. Romualdo-Suzuki, “Data as Infrastructure for Smart Cities,” PhD Thesis. University College London (2015). URL
: http://www0.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/l.romualdo/DataInfraForSmartCities/.
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The GLA also creates and maintains a number of secure web portals that contain interactive analysis
tools to facilitate easy analysis and reporting. Future developments include a separate City Datastore
which will create the capacity for more selective but secure data sharing between nominated bodies
and people e.g. to allow civil society to share datasets with each other and others, which would not
be suitable for public disclosure.
The GLA were tasked with taking on a co-ordinating and enabling role regarding civil society data in
The Way Ahead report, and it has been a good time to further this ask, as the City Data Strategy for
London progresses, to ensure civil society is an equal partner. Our discussions have shown a desire
and commitment to involve civil society in their data platform developments, and provide support
with data collection, sharing, and the development of further interactive reporting and analysis tools
(resources allowing). Additional internal capacity is currently being identified, with indications that
dedicated roles relating to civil society data should be available from 2017 or early 2018.
The London Borough Data Partnership, convened by the GLA, aims to improve cross-borough and
public service working across London, by sharing data, analytical approaches and tools to solve
common problems, and has included presentations from organisations such as DataKind UK. This
partnership could also be a useful grouping for furthering data sharing and mutual support within
local borough / civil society systems (mirroring the The Way Ahead pan London system).
The GLA have now confirmed with the co-chairs, that they are keen to look at how they can evolve
the Datastore and develop new functions to support Civil Society. Specific offers have been made
and will be passed on to the The Way Ahead Systems Change Group to be considered and
incorporated in the next stages of this work.

What data can civil society contribute to London?
Information about Civil Society Organisations
While there is no one data source with an up to date, accurate listing of all London civil society
organisations, there are numerous directories held by our organisations and friends including London
Centres for Voluntary Service. It is important to look to these sources (albeit in many cases they are
not necessarily a current, accurate picture), because the smaller, more informal, and hyper-local civil
society organisations (those known as ‘below the radar’ groups) are underrepresented in currently
available public sources. E.G. NCVO’s Almanac primarily uses data from the Charity Commission,
featuring only data about registered charities.
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Information, Data, and Analysis from: Services Provided and Activities
Offered
Again, all of the organisations involved in The Way Ahead have programmes about which they can
share data, and information. There are again directories, including, for example, Care Place, a system
used by many local authorities, but which includes information relating to local health & social care
services provided by civil society organisations. There are also numerous calendars of events and
activities, but there is no source for development of reliable and more complete or joined up
community information tools.

Information and Data about Need
Civil society has rich information and data about community needs. Organisations and individuals
collect and use this information to decide what to volunteer for, as evidence for funding bids, and for
reports about progress made. Human stories and information are collected as part of community
engagement / development programmes and during campaigning by grassroots groups and
communities. Rarely, however, is this rich data shared for other agencies or groups to reuse and
enrich further. Civil society also contributes to other datasets at local and regional level e.g. the
Public Health Joint Strategic Needs Assessments at borough level.
The changing organisational needs, while often discussed, can be shared for more meaningful
analysis and responses from the community, donors, funders and sister-organisations. Support and
development needs are consulted on and captured by generic and specialist civil society support
organisations and funders, but not necessarily then strategically analysed at a pan-London basis, nor
aligned specifically with differing community needs in different localities.

Other Data, in which Civil Society can Share
If a formal data sharing relationship is established between the Greater London Authority and civil
society organisations, then access to data held by government (local & central) and other statutory
organisations (e.g. health & police) can be accessed through channels that are not open to the public.
This could inform civil society of challenges and needs of which they are currently unaware.
There are other rich streams of useful data waiting for civil society to use. Funders hold obvious data
sets - not only grants data, but monitoring and evaluation data reported to them including human
stories as case studies, and data about similar or complementary projects and initiatives that they
fund. Open data on citizen data platforms (e.g. Missing Maps, JustMap), social media data, and other
commercial data are all available to civil society, but oftentimes are unused because parties simply do
not know how to identify, find or use the data.
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What Good MIGHT Look Like: The DetailData Project
Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary Action (NICVA)'s Detail Data project, in partnership with
The Detail, and funded by the Big Lottery Ideas Fund NI (at £500k over three years), aims to
develop the ability of the voluntary and community sector to use data effectively to create and
enhance social, economic and environmental value. It has four main strands:

NICVA are also working in partnership with the Information Commissioner’s Office to run Data
Fridays - a series of seminars looking at a range of data related topics.
Now in its third year, the Project Co-ordinator reports that they can show that the combination
of better data usage and data driven stories has enabled the sector to influence government
policy in a number of areas.

Continuing Developments in Technology: Information Civil Society can Use
and That Has Already Advanced This Project
During the information collection meetings, we learned about linked data, and advances in more
easily linking and harmonising data (from Amazon Web Services and NetworkedPlanet), which
promise to make the process of data sharing for successful analysis much easier than even a year ago.
We attended packed21 events offering overviews of data visualisation tools and the launch of
360Giving. We also found out more about international uses of mapping geography, topics, and

21

More than 50 attendees from the not-for-profit sector at evening events.
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relationships, and witnessed the openness of the other co-chairs in The Way Ahead task groups to
using data to map relationships - network mapping using Kumu software.
What Good Looks Like: 360Giving – publishing open grants data
360Giving (www.threesixtygiving.org) supports grant makers to publish their grants data openly,
to understand their data better and to then use the data as part of a more innovative and
informed approach to grant making.
Since 2015, they now have 30 funders publishing to their 360Giving standard and have
developed GrantsNav, a tool enabling anyone to search, explore and download this data,
opening up the potential for anyone to analyse and draw insight from the data. Prior to this,
there was no one place where grants data from multiple funders could be accessed, but there is
a way to go before arriving at a comprehensive data set – see Annual UK Grant spend published
as Data below:

Beehive is another online tool developed which enables charities to find potential funding
‘matches’ more easily, potentially the first of many tools developed to enable civil society to
usefully use the data published.
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Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on the evidence reviewed from around the world and taken into
the context of London. They incorporate a commitment to co-production for identifying not only needs of, but
also solutions to problems, as identified by Londoners. The listing is broken down into four categories, based
on the parties identified for accomplishment of each recommendation, and serves to act as the beginnings of a
work plan to take this The Way Ahead strand forward.
Ideally, all of the four parties would be viewed alongside one another. The team-work and co-production of
the committees of The Way Ahead, the public and voluntary sector of London (civil society), the staff we
recommend recruiting, and the contractors who will provide key and essential services, could then be viewed
as the community effort they are. With the limitations of communication, today, however, we have listed
them in a roughly consecutive order.
See also immediate recommendations for consideration ‘the Now’, in a following section.

A. For The Way Ahead and the Systems Change Group
1. Fund and Offer a tender for the Contract work described below, and in D. Contractors, 2.,
advertise / recruit academic researchers to complete a multi-lingual, quick, and coproduced framework of recommendations for the indicators and outcomes to measure in
the work of a Data Hub (C.The employed staff of the Civil Society DATA HUB, and below).
Cost estimate between £2k and £4k (possibly based on already complete research).
2. FUND a Civil Society Data Hub (possibly as part of the proposed London Hub). WITH STAFF OF
3-4. They will lead the data sharing system building effort - with a total budget required of
circa £150k (Year 1) (Other models could involve potential secondment from another
organisation, or a partnership project between two or more organisations)
a. Paid staff to be (multilingual, and reflective of London’s diversity22):
b. Data Sharing Hub Programme Leader (Full-time, salary and on costs circa £45k)
c. Volunteer Co-ordinator / co-production specialist including website administrator,
(Full-time, salary and on costs circa £30k)
d. Technical Developer and Contracts Supervisor, part-time (28 hrs/week salary +
oncosts circa £30k)
e. Administrative Assistance, circa £25k budget
f. Office space - £1.8k /year (based on 3 people in a TechHub+VAT) for 20 hrs/week.
g. Office supplies, equipment, training, translation support, etc circa £10k
h. Marketing - £10 - 20k
3. Identify appropriate marketing agency and engage for contract services to support the
successful roll-out of the data hub project.
22

Multilingualism is shown to make a difference in inter-linguistic group relationship building.
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B. Civil Society (Volunteers and
C. The employed staff of the
Voluntary Sector Organisations
Civil Society DATA HUB
including Support Organisations)
Receive short segments of equalities and
community collaboration training via
creative means within the first few minutes
of arrival at any volunteer event.

On-going receipt of training and leadership
in co-production and equalities, as well as
in the areas of role speciality.
Advocate for and with groups to insure that
data is collected, reported, and analysed in
ways that are accessible and fair.

1.

Work, physically, where co-production is
facilitated, possibly in a very flexible
manner. Preference to Voluntary Service
Centres, Youth Centres, and other
community organisation resource locations,
in relation to “current main projects”23.

Ongoing community engagement and work
with the community and the Civil Society
Data Hub / members / stakeholders to coproduce the projects of the programme.

Ongoing community engagement and work
with the community and the Civil Society
Data Hub / members / stakeholders to coproduce the projects of the programme
Statistical Reporting on diversity of/and
community engagement.

2.

Data collection and reporting according to
the recommendations of the contractor
(line 2 and the Systems Change Group)
Ongoing training provided to ALL staff and
ALL volunteers as to equalities monitoring
and co-production principles (Community
data sharing driven by the communities of
London, and supported by the Data Hub)

23

As working on projects/problems is recommended from all of the studies, moving the staff of the Data Hub to work from locations
near the groups with which they are working is recommended. Additionally, as educating the community is a goal of the programme,
locating some staff in different places that serve as resource centres, will facilitate this work with the communities. London offers a
wide range of flexible office space with additional facilities, and community organisations sometimes have space to offer, as well.
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Build productive relationships with data
organisations and experts, including
universities and other potential
contributors of expertise and training.
Work with partners to hold regular data
events and challenges to raise awareness of
what’s possible and share data driven
success stories.

Work with partners/contractors to hold
regular data events and challenges to raise
awareness of what’s possible and share
data driven success stories.
Develop a package of easy events accessible spaces, in appropriate areas for
the event / community (i.e. not all central
London), publicity (in various languages,
targeting various audiences).

3.

Collect / KEEP DATA ABOUT DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION (efforts and outcomes) at all
events.

Develop a DATA LITERACY PROGRAMME
(with the Civil Society Data Hub and
partners/contractors)

4.

5.

● In multiple languages - reuse as
many sources from government /
other efforts as possible
● A dedicated education programme,
to improve data literacy throughout
the community
● Identify and promote existing
resources and online learning
opportunities, community centres,
youth centres, funding for data
collection, etc

Identify and facilitate the sharing of data
from civil society into the London City Data
Market

Develop a DATA LITERACY PROGRAMME
(probably with an independent contractor)
building on existing resources /
programmes and referencing the Data
Evolution’s Data Maturity Framework
● In multiple languages - reuse as
many sources from government /
other efforts as possible
● A dedicated education programme,
to improve data literacy throughout
the community
● Identify and promote existing
resources and online learning
opportunities, community centres,
youth centres, funding for data
collection, etc
Facilitate the sharing of data from civil
society into the London City Data Market
Providing examples, templates, data
collection tools with instructions, data
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Help organisations identify and prepare
data for publication (receive training on
how to do this from the Hub, see below.)

reporting tools, and short tutorials with
each - to facilitate data sharing. Embed as
much helpful metadata as possible into the
tools (metadata training will be included in
the educational services offered) Track
downloads and submissions.
Help organisations identify and prepare
data for publication.
Train the public on how to collect, curate,
interpret and analyse data (£ revenue
generating sometimes)
While the educational provisions will assist
Civil Society members in the use of data, a
chat room with help available during
London business hours can be offered to
persons who have completed training
sessions. (membership fees for revenue £
as an option for this service)

6.

7.

8.

9.

Participate in the design and development
of the London Data Market, sometimes as
identified community representatives (by
the Data Hub). Let the Data Hub know if
there is a problem accessing either the data
market or data.

Participate in the design and development
of the London Data Market to include:
● communicating to the GLA’s
information service when the
existing research and information
might be extended to link in with
others, and
● facilitate the inclusion of other civil
society organisations. (works with
the volunteer recommendation)

Identify, test, and publicise reasons to - and
methods for - overcoming communication
barriers.

Identify, test, and publicise reasons to - and
methods for - overcoming communication
barriers.

Help the Hub by feeding-back information
about, using, and sharing tools developed.

Develop and re/sell fit-for-purpose data
tools - configured to make it easy to
analyse/visualise data - tailoring the
analysis for the user. (£ - revenue
generating, but at a low-rate for civil society
organisations)
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Host events for publicity of the Civil Society
Data Hub’s work.

Publicise and publish reports and case
studies of how tools have been used to
address an issue (sharing learning and
marketing) to provide guidance and
inspiration for future projects. (Keep data
about all of the data collection and all of
the projects to inform improvement of
research and data collection).

Provide all the data possible for the
directory!

Develop, in-house or by contract, a
Directory of London Civil Society
organisations (including Support
Organisations), that updates regularly and
is available as open data.

10.

Help with testing the product.
Use the directory.

11.

Keep information about ways the directory
proves helpful.

Work with the Triage & Connect group
through the wireframe and goals for the
product (and London Councils & GLA might
like to be involved too)
£ after development of this product,
depending on how it is developed and
licensed, it may serve as a source of
revenue to provide it to other organisations
that have the same need for continuously
auto- updating directories.

12.

13.

Get to know: Partners that are providing
useful data and analysis tools for the
community, such as (presently) 360 Giving /
Beehive, London Councils, Greater London
Authority, Local Authorities, Clinical
Commissioning Groups.

Promote Partners that are providing useful
data and analysis tools for the community,
such as (presently) 360 Giving / Beehive,
London Councils, Greater London Authority,
Local Authorities, Clinical Commissioning
Groups

While the Data Sharing Hub would assist
many organisations with the reporting
requirements of funders, it should also
serve as an advocate for Civil Society
organisations by giving feedback and
direction to funders to:
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● Balance the reporting desires of
funders with the realities of small
and effective organisations,
● Advocate for reporting
requirements that are logical,
proportionate, and meaningful, and
● Highlight the tremendous value and
contribution of civil society to
enhancing outcomes of Londoners.
Work with the Hub and public (academic,
medical) and private (market research)
organisations on select studies that will
inform civil society across the world.

Assign quality ratings - again linking with
existing evidence hubs and academia, and
provide the ratings with:
● Social Research
● Research and Instruction about
Management
● Impact Evaluations
Provide and / or develop useful tools for
reporting frequently needed outcomes.
(£Possibility for revenue from members or
from funders who will benefit from the
uniformity and quality research provided to
fundees.)

14.

To further measure impact, provide tools
(developed with organisations and
academia) for seeking partners to
collaborate in (quasi-)experimental
methods, and assist in seeking proper
funding for valuable (and expensive)
studies. Support applications as
appropriate. (£Possible grant funding
stream).
Link and collaborate with other existing
initiatives in this area e.g. Project Oracle,
London Councils, NPC’s focus on Impact and
Data Labs.
Identify and participate (£ for fees) in
research, as appropriate, with Ipsos Mori,
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NatCen, or TNSBMRB, and the like.
Work with public (academic) and private
(market research) organisations to fund
studies that will inform civil society.

15.

Use Research and reports from the Hub and Communicate actively when Civil Society
partners to influence policy makers and
groups should know about Research and
funders.
ensure reports are fully utilised to influence
policy makers and funders.

16.

Consider creative funding ideas, test,
consult with data and tech innovators for
possible new sources of funding and
applications that can both advance civil
society and provide funding for civil society
and the Civil Society Data Hub.

D. Contractors
1. Identify a framework with indicators and outcomes for the Civil Society Data Hub. (as
referenced above) at A.1., Cost estimate between £2k and £4k, depending on if research
has already occurred.)
2. Must be certified as having completed co-production and equalities
3. Work with partners, as directed by the Civil Society Data Hub, to hold regular data events and
challenges to raise awareness of what’s possible and share data driven success stories

4.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Develop a DATA LITERACY PROGRAMME in multiple languages
for diverse learners
reuse as many sources from government / other efforts as possible
dedicated education programme to improve data literacy throughout the community
identify and reuse existing resources as appropriate (build on Data Evolution project)
utilise online learning opportunities, community centres, youth centres etc
include modules on funding for data collection, data protection, and privacy law

5. Involvement in other activities to manage costs and remain flexible / agile.
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Equalities at the Heart of Data Sharing
A London civil society data sharing initiative has the unique potential to advance and advocate for
equality in London. Working with data, technology, and commitment to co-production, in a very
diverse city, and access to data and increased data sharing, will support equalities efforts by:
● Ongoing collection of data and statistics about the population of the city from multiple data
sources (beyond the census);
● Using data and technology to find and engage with communities that are not currently active
in traditional civil society organisations;
● Ensuring data is published and shared in accessible formats;
● Identifying and publicising methods for bridging communication barriers;
● Educating civil society and the public to advance data literacy; and
● Producing analytics and data insights to support equalities campaigns.

Realising a Sustainable Model
It is possible to realise these recommendations via a range of funding options, and ongoing
commitment to creative funding. The details of each resource is not developed here, but some of the
possibilities are noted in the recommendations by a (£), including:
● Seed funding from charitable foundations, including from technology companies that are keen
to develop new ways of supporting civil society;
● Consultation and membership fees;
● Government partnership projects;
● Academic research funding;
● Grant funding for discrete and specific programmes;
● Developing further opportunities for income generation e.g. product development.

Immediate / Interim Actions & Funding Requests
In the interest of advancing the project toward implementation, while recognising that funding and
providing for the larger and more permanent recommendations will take some months to secure (the
‘Soon and the Later’), we recommend the following actions (the ‘Now’):
1. The Way Ahead (TWA) Systems Change Group / London Hub Development Worker (prior to
the “Data Sharing Hub” having staff) - request proposals, including through the bodies
represented on TWA Systems Change Group, and from civil society groups, about how to
solve a London-wide problem with data, and present these to Nesta in May/June 2017 for
consideration in the next pan-London data project they facilitate. (If the GLA issues a City Data
Challenge series, also submit proposals from (the same, or another) request for proposals to
this programme).
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2. TWA Systems Change Group / London Hub Development Worker - appoint a Civil Society Data
representative to work with the GLA Intelligence Unit as a stakeholder during co-design of the
London Data Market. Also, to work with the London Councils appointed Infrastructure
Mapping post & GLA’s Senior Manager (Volunteering) in the Communities and Intelligence
team to support this work, including liaising with the London CVS Directors Network and the
Commitments to Data made in their Our Commitments, Peach Consultancy report.
3. There is a handover arranged between the co-chairs of this report and the interim Data
representative (and at a later date the Data Hub programme lead) and TWA Steering Group.
4. The London Hub, once established, arrange a session for civil society groups to meet with PhD
and MSc project / internship representatives from local universities e.g. UCL, City University,
LSE to identify collaborative data projects.
5. TWA Systems Change Group and the Task & Finish leads encourage more local authorities,
CCG’s and London community foundations and other independent funders, to publish grants
data openly via 360Giving (keeping records of the contact - as in Appendix 1, at a minimum),
for data analysis later.

Conclusion
This report recommends creation of a data sharing programme for civil society in London and the
establishment of a Civil Society Data Hub, based on a review of data sharing projects and programmes, both
governmental and non-governmental, in the UK, Europe, the USA, and China, and on information collected
from stakeholders in London.
The findings from the research underscored urgent and long-term needs from London’s community members.
These began with the need for an auto-updating directory of civil service organisations and ranged to the
desire for real-time identification of needs in the community. The recommendations reflect the needs
expressed by the local community and the recommendations from mature projects around the world. The UK
and international projects all recommended close collaboration with partner organisations, data providers,
and data users, as well as with the communities of interest. The studies also strongly recommended piloting
and growing the data sharing effort through serial problem-focused data sharing projects.

The resulting programme recommendation includes staff to focus on consistent collaboration and coproduction and agile use of contractors to pursue problem-project-centric goals, as well as a data literacy
programme to maximise ‘data benefits’ and ensure inclusion across all civil society.
The Systems Change Group was visionary in identifying the value and desire for data sharing in support of civil
society three years ago. The consultation that followed proved the desire for extensive support in terms of
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What Good Looks Like - Data Sharing Projects

Source: http://www.cems.uwe.ac.uk/~pmatthew/blog/2016/06/08/data-literacy-as-concept-and-capability

data and knowledge / research sharing. The Task & Finish exercise has surveyed the options for implementing
the identified needs and desires, and reviewed similar efforts around the UK and the world.
The research showed that any data sharing effort by civil society should be founded on principles of coproduction and inclusion, and has become the driving force in the recommendations. Research also showed
that data sharing requires a commitment of time, professionals, and skills. The skills are rather wide ranging:
including collaboration, creativity, technology, data sciences, statistics, and more. We have designed the
recommended data hub to have the skills required spread between three central employees. Because working
in an agile manner is important in the world of responding to community needs, we have left ample room for
contracted services. This allows for recruitment of specially skilled professionals, further interaction with the
community, and an ability to pivot from one project to another. The ability to pivot is crucial because the data
sharing programme will grow by working on different community problems and needs. The report includes
only a wireframe overview of what we hope will grow, organically, into a great resource in support of civil
society, the population, the environment, government, and the world.
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A word of Thanks!
The co-chairs of this Data sharing Task and Finish group would like to thank all stakeholders from across many
sectors who gave their time and expertise to contribute to our research. There has been great interest in our
work, with willingness to share challenges, examples and ideas for solutions, as well as to collaborate and offer
resources for the next stage.
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Appendix 1 Meetings & phone calls
Agency Organisation

Representative

Date

Amazon Web Services

Simone Hume

01.03.2017

Amazon Web Services Analytics

Pratim Das

21.03.2017

Big Lottery

Lillie Swift

12.03.2017

Centre for the Acceleration of Social
Technology

Suraj Vadgama

18.01.2017

Data Unity

Kev Kirkland

02.02.2017

Greater London Authority

Alice Wilcock

17.01.2017

Greater London Authority

Vivienne Avery

13.02.2017

Greater London Volunteering

James Banks

21.02.2017

Kingston Data

Justine Rego

13.12.2016

Locality

Elly Townsend

20.02.2017

London Councils

Feria Henry

17.01.2017

London Sport

Dean Neville and
Peter Meldrum

28.02.2017

London Voluntary Service Council

Matt Scott

13.12.2016

NCVO - Almanac

Veronique Jochum

22.02.2017

NESTA

Eddie Copeland

31.01.2017

NetworkedPlanet

Kal Ahmed

13.12.2016

NICVA - Detail Data

Andrea Thornbury

22.03.2017

Office for Civil Society (Local Advisor
London & Social Action Team)

Charlotte KumeHolland

09.02.2017

Open Data Institute

Jamie Fawcett

15.02.2017

Partnership for Young London

Sharon Long

21.02.2017

Tech Hub, London, Ropemaker Street.
Free meeting space provided for
charitable data and tech development.

Simonetta Barbone

21.03.2017
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Tech Hub London, Ropemaker Street.
Free meeting space provided for
charitable data and tech development.

Simonetta Barbone

13.12.2017

Third Sector Research Centre

Angus McCabe

28.02.2017

Threesixty (360) Giving

Katherine Duerden

13.12.2016

University College London
Social Science Research Unit

Sandy Oliver

12.01.2017

Appendix 2 - The Way Ahead Data Blog
Reprinted here, and available online at: www.e-voice.org.uk/twadata/blog. Not an exhaustive account but provides further details about discussions that took place and useful for future developments.

The Data theme table, The Way Ahead stakeholder event
The 30th November saw over 100 stakeholders come together for a The Way Ahead - Co-producing the next steps event.
In the afternoon, we hosted a table discussion for interested parties to start delving into the Data theme. We considered
the following questions:

1.
2.
3.

Why is this theme important to The Way Ahead?
What does Good look like?

What can we acheive in the short, medium and longer term
We then shared back 6 key points to the room.

View full notes from the discussion questions.
We also identified that the Data theme cuts across the other work groups:

●
●
●

Voice & campaigning
Commissioning & funding
Co-production
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● Triage & connect
And that we should share our intentions / findings as we go along and also offer to focus on data related to one / all of
these themes if this would be useful.
See a storify of the event.

Our first Data Task & Finish Group meeting
Today a small group of us met to start thinking about what we can achieve as the Data task and finish work group for The
Way Ahead.
Apologies were sent by Greater London Authority (GLA), Amazon, Project Oracle, Data Orchard, DataKind UK, NCVO, The
Cranfield Trust, Richmond CVS, Ealing CVS and Voluntary Action Camden.
We did a quick update on The Way Ahead so far and shared two docs - 1) A comprehensive list of recommendations
about sharing data (or related) in The Way Ahead report and 2) Notes from the table discussion at the recent
stakeholders' event previously blogged about.
Instead of starting this work with a formal meeting, our approach was to source some leaders in their fields to talk about
1) resources that exists and 2) the potential of open and/or linked data.
Thanks to Katherine Duerden from 360Giving, which assists funders to make their data open and searchable. Katherine
gave us a great overview of the initiative including the open data standard developed and the recently launched GrantNav
tool.
View the presentation slides
The following discussion centred around: grants given by/to large charities. Katherine explained that many very small
organisations are included, because all grantees are included in the data. Getting Community Foundations and Local
Authorities on board and share data about smaller pots awarded to non registered charities and grass roots community
groups was identified as a need by all.
There was reference to work done looking at the Big Lottery's Awards for All programme where smaller pots of funding
are generally accessed by smaller groups. There was also mention of the NCVO's Almanac.
Katherine introduced the group to the Beehive tool, that attempts to match organisations with ideal funders and visa
versa.
Next we heard from Kal Ahmed founder of Networked Planet. Kal took us a step beyond open data and introduced us to
the potential of linked data.
View the presentation slides
Using 360 Giving and TfL's publishing of data in 2010, we started exploring what could be possible if stakeholders in The
Way Ahead's system adopted commonality in vocabularly, shared standards and started publishing and collaboratively
analysing and utilising open data sets.
Matt Scott from London Voluntary Service Council then gave an update on data initiatives related to his role of Policy
Officer. He gave an overview of the Big Squeeze campaign, discussions so far with the GLA around the economic value of
Civil Society and an annual audit of the sector. Also work that London Councils will be beginning soon looking at mapping
civil society support in London.
We identified a few collaborative projects that The Way Ahead Data task and finish group could help drive and encourage
focussed work over the first quarter of 2017. Watch this space and sign up to our mailing list if you'd like to get involved
and be updated on our progress.

I see co-producers and stakeholders... everywhere. - (adaptation from the film, The
Sixth Sense)
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Since our last meeting, Kate and I have been travelling to meetings and events around London. We have much more to
do, but we want to update you on the stakeholders/co-producers with which we have engaged and who we hope to
engage much more.
From volunteer sector leaders we learned that funding is often given by charitable people or groups which are not listed
as organisations. We have been asked to try to find ways to include data about these funders, which is seen as a
challenge by all, but may become a great project for our data collection and sharing entity.
We have put our vision of the 'hub' into a sort of paused-for-additional information state, as we've found other
organisations which are working toward very similar goals. These include the London Boroughs' Data Partnership and the
London Office of Data Analytics. We hope to speak with the parties involved in leading these efforts soon.
We have made contact with local academia, at the EPPI-Centre, and they agree that collaborating makes good sense.
Tentatively, in addition to providing links to systematic reviews for use by organisations, we hope to include some brief
and helpful tutorials on how to search for and find the right research for whatever project for which one works.
We have met with the GLA and the London Council, who have helped us identify several needs related to information
sharing within the various government offices across the city. They have both been eager to help and be part of
collaborating.
We still want to meet with the engagement officers of as many CCGs as possible, Ipsos Mori (or similar), education data
users and providers, and we are reaching out to various communities through a request to the EU National Institutes for
Culture.
We will update again! Stay tuned.

Platforms, frameworks and more data sources....
We now feel we are coming to the end of our trawl of data sources, platforms and tools and conversations with various
stakeholders.
This week has seen interesting conversations about data pipelines with Data Unity, finding out more about borough data
observatories - platforms they use and the current London Borough Data Partnership & London Office of Data Analytics
pilot, and reading the report and social sector data maturity framework just published by the Data Evolution project.
We are currently developing a short survey to send out to stakeholders to further identify their data challenges and also
data they hold which they could themsleves share.
We still have further meetings - phone & in person, booked in the next couple of weeks with the ODI, GLA, NICVA and a
slot at the London Funder's 360 Giving Showcase - but towards the end of the month, we'll be starting to draw together
our findings and recommendations for the report.
In addition, and for those with an interest in civil society and data, the next NetSquared London meet up on Feb 15th has
a data theme and we are also planning a Data learning day with LVSC in March.
Finally - here's our data / civil society bookmark list!

More meetings & conversations...
This week we met with Vivienne Avery at the Intelligence Unit at the GLA to discuss The Way Ahead vision and look at
how data about, and produced by civil society in London, can be included in their City Data Strategy developments.
We have also been working on our short survey to capture What Good Looks Like in relation to sharing and collaborating
on data, and the Data Challenges that organisations are facing in terms of accessing and analysing data. Watch out for
this next week!
We discussed open data learning resources with the Open Data Institute - they have some courses online including Open
Data in a Day, and have also developed OctoPub - a tool to help people publish open data quickly and easily. This leads
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nicely on to the very well attended Data themed NetSquared London meetup on Weds, with speakers from the ODI,
Beehive Giving and DataKind UK.
Next week we are meeting with Locality (who are leading on the Fair Commissioning and Funding task and finish group),
at the London Funders and 360 Giving Showcase event, meeting with Children England, Greater London Volunteering, at
the Networked City event and speaking to NICVA and NCVO!
Finally - here's a survey capturing good examples of Co-production by our colleague leading on this The Way Ahead task
and finish group.

London Civil Society - where do you look and who's looking!
I was at the Merton Voluntary Sector Conference today and once again The Way Ahead Data sharing task is following me
around in my 'day job'.
I caught up with Lillie Swift from the Big Lottery - one of the plenary speakers. With her (and her colleagues) London
focus, I asked her how when she first came into post, she got a handle on civil society - its size and scope?
Her answer mirrored a conversation I'd had previoulsy had with someone at the Office for Civil Society - again who had a
local London focus in their role.
The fact that there was no one place to look to find out - made it really hard. Support organisations including LVSC were
helpful, giving pointers to useful sources of information including local CVSs. If a borough didn't have an infrastructure /
support organisation, maintaining and making available a directory of voluntary sector organisations - there was a real
gap. This then makes it even harder to understand what's available, identify what's missing, and communicate and
engage with the sector.
A Big Lottery roundtable on digital mapping in January, and attended by a representative of the Prime Minster's Office,
unsurprisingly highlighted that we are grappling with this across different geographies. There was a real sense that we
shouldn't rush off and reinvent the wheel, duplicating existing efforts, but also that we take the time to be clear about the
purpose of undertaking another mapping exercise.
We will be including a piece of work to investigate using technology to automate collection and update of a London
directory - a request that came up time and time again in our conversations with stakeholders.

Detail Data and Amazon
Our final week of research saw us meet with Amazon and learn more about AWS and the many platforms & tools
available to Collect, Orchestrate, Store & Analyse data. Wow! Read more about Harmonise, Search and Analyse Loosely
Coupled Data Sets on AWS. See also the blog about Just Giving's move to AWS.
And then a call to find out more about NICVA's Detail Data project, funded by the Big Lottery and with 4 main strands:

●
●
●
●

Data portal (built on DKAN) - a data catalogue providing access to datasets for Northern Ireland
Data journalism - data based storytelling & investigative journalism
Data training - a range of training & development opportunities (often run by ODI trainers)

More data - open data for public good
NICVA are also working in partnership with the ICO to run Data Fridays - a series of seminars looking at a range of data
related topics.
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Visualising the Data Sharing Hub- first attempts

Important - underscored - not to be missed - notes about Greater London
Volunteering, Sports, and Youth!!!
The final report for this project is almost finished. I have had the great honour of volunteering on this effort with Kate
White (who is super enough to deserve many blog posts in her praise) and the other leaders of the task and finish groups,
and the HUGE pleasure of working to be a contributing member of a community and place that is (rather newly) my
home.* That is London.
Before I hand in my blogging pen for this project, however, let me give a bit of extra attention to three important
meetings we had that have not been mentioned earlier in the blog.
1. We met with James Banks, Chief Executive of Greater London Volunteering. James is a wise and very humble person.
He imparted immense knowledge about the undocumented volunteering that happens all over London (and in most
places). As a data collector and researcher who likes to study social issues, I was enthralled. Of course, much of this
activity was known to me, already. I know how much time I spend volunteering in sports related events and clubs, and I
know how most volunteers, historically, have volunteered through their religious organisations. Until James asked us to
consider ways to incorporate these groups, though, I had assumed that the project was not going to try to incorporate
those two - possibly largest - groups of voluntary organisations. The researcher in me was eager to get out there and get
to it (imagine Dora the Explorer)- ready to collect masses and masses and masses (maybe even from masses) of data
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about what all these really kind and energetic people do to take care of other people in the community.
2. We met with Sharon Long, a few times, to consider issues around data and youth. Sharon is a passionate and energetic
advocate for young people. She exudes an energy for resolving problems faced by youth in London. From Sharon we
heard a desire to really use - with young people - big data sets to interrogate what is working and not working for kids
who grow up in London. She stands willing, eagerly to work on big data projects, and to involve the youth of London in
resolving challenges.
3. I sent a message out to London Sport, and was warmly welcomed to come along and start working with them as they
endeavour, already, to use data to make London the most active city in the world! Yay! They, too, have committed
resources to data collection and data sharing, and they are happy to plan projects with civil society.
Taking on the challenge of engaging with all of the faith-based volunteer groups, awaits the next phase of this project. It is
a huge and important part of collecting data about needs and resources in London. We made a few contacts in this sweep
of stakeholders, however. In those conversations though, it was very apparent to me that groundwork needs to be laid
and trust developed. This was an unfortunate finding, given that the groups I contacted are working with large
populations of people in real need. James was right. There is a lot of work to be done there, and it is important if we are
serious about co-production and understanding community need. The good news is that there are thousands of great
people to work with!
Working with youth and sport organisations, though, has a different challenge - they are ready and willing! We'd better
hurry. There is loads that we can learn!
It is all very exciting! I can't wait to see how it turns out! Go Team London!!
*Even though I live in a city on the perimeter. I work in London, and it is where I entertain and educate myself and my
family, and where loved one's live and have lived, and I consider myself part of the community. (Including commuters in a
city's civil society: another important topic. Maybe another day.
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Other useful links and resources
As we discovered useful related online articles, reports and initiatives we used a content creation tool to
bookmark each for easy sharing. Some are cited in the report, others are not, but, nevertheless, offer insight,
research and guidance. They are available, openly, and shared at: https://elink.io/p/the-way-ahead-data-
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